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Extended projection, impactable 
side frames
Extended projection allows for proper sealing 
around liftgate and standard trailers alike. 

center trailers without damage or the need 
for expensive steel bumpers. Poly-wrapped 
foam side frames give unit stability, yet can be 
fully compressed — immediately returning to 
original shape and position if impacted.

Reinforced fabric
Additional layer of fabric on inside of side 
curtains and head curtain helps prevent 
premature wear caused by over-penetration of 
trailers and curtain backlash.

Slim-profile side frames
11'2" (3404 mm) overall footprint allows shelter 
to fit in tight clearance situations. Saves cost of 
moving lights, signs, conduit, etc. 

Pivoting canopy header
Protects unit from damage if trailer comes in 

Detachable side curtains
Easily removed for maintenance flexibility or to 
allow increased air flow on the dock. Reattach 
in minutes.

Available PitMaster™ seal
Gaps large and small beneath and around the 
dock leveler are sealed with optional PitMaster 
components, providing substantial energy 
savings, improving cleanliness and sanitation.
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ComboShelter is specially engineered to address the unique 
challenges at docks that accept standard trailers as well as those 
with lift gates, step ledges or other rear extensions.

ComboShelter™ 
Soft-Sided Dock Shelter
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Rite-Hite® ComboShelter Enclosure.
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ComboShelter™ (610C)
Ultimate durability.
When sealing a variety of trailers that 
includes liftgates, extending the projection 
of the unit is only the start. To prevent wear 
from curtain “backlash” that occurs when 
standard trailers pull away from the dock, 
insides of the ComboShelter side curtains 
and head curtain are specially reinforced. 
Plus, stable narrow side frames provide 
increased flexibility and further wear 
protection.

Ultimate impactability.
Rite-Hite’s exclusive poly-wrapped foam side frames provide ultimate impactability – remaining 

and return to their original shape and position, time after time.

Ultimate flexibility.
Narrow 6"-wide (152 mm) side frames allow shelter to fit into narrow spaces, even at high projections. 
This can eliminate the need for expensive repositioning of lights, signs and electrical conduit. 11'2" 
(3404 mm) shelter footprint stays the same, regardless of projection.

Removable, reattachable side curtains.
Easily remove, replace or change out Velcro-attached side curtains for maintenance flexibility.

Guaranteed performance.
ComboShelter delivers all these exclusive benefits, and are backed by a standard 36-month 
money-back customer satisfaction guarantee when ordered with premium Rite-Hite® fabrics.

Contact your Rite-Hite Representative.
Or visit our website for more information on the full line 
of additional Rite-Hite solutions, including the PitMaster™ 
Under-leveler Seal. PitMaster components help keep 
facilities cleaner and dramatically reduce energy loss at 
the dock.

ComboShelter side frames are impactable for 
long-term durability.

6"-wide (152 mm) side frames allow shelter to 
fit into narrow spaces.

Removable side curtains allow for maintenance flexibility. PitMaster Under-leveler Seal.

ComboShelter enclosure seals liftgate and step ledge trailers, 
as well as standard over-the-road trailers.
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